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The Mercedes-AMG GLC 63S 4Matic+ Coupe
The Mercedes-

the very least, R 1.1 million for the

the C 63 at the front with the mul/-link set

AMG GLC 63S is the three-pointed

privilege of owning one. However now not

-up from the E 63 at the rear.

star’s

only is it the second from the top, but its

Bonn, Germany:
most

powerful

mid-sized

performance SUV yet.

resale value has been machine gunned to

Whilst this is all nice and everything, I just

pieces.

can’t help feeling that the car was never

It joins the model line-up above the

meant to be a unique model, and was

exis/ng Mercedes-AMG GLC 43 and goes

The GLC 43 is therefore now something of

rather a mix-and-match exercise just to

into ba1le against the Porsche Macan

a halfway house between the standard GLC

create it for the sake of crea/ng it. Beg,

Turbo and BMW X3 M40i – with a ra7 of

model range and a full performance model

borrow or steal is not necessarily the best

rivals from the likes of Jaguar and Alfa

out of AMG’s Aﬀalterbach headquarters. I

way to make an expensive and top-end

Romeo too.

am just glad I never bought one otherwise

vehicle.

a Mercedes Benz salesman might also ﬁnd
I do however have a ques/on - do we need

himself machine gunned to pieces.

it?

Another key element of the mechanical
package is an AMG-tuned version of

All the GLC 63 deriva/ves are equipped

Mercedes-Benz’s three-chamber Air Body

Mercedes Benz have a plethora of SUVs of

with

automa/c

Control system, oﬀering three levels of

all shapes and sizes, star/ng with the

transmission that originally appeared in

damping s/ﬀness: Comfort, Sport and

compact GLA and ending with the ocean

the Mercedes-AMG E 63, plus the la1er

Sport Plus.

liner sized GLS, and then there are ‘coupe’

car’s version of the 4Ma/c four wheel

versions of some too.

drive system.

I do understand the nicety of having many
things to choose from, but are they not
watering down the beer a li1le with so
many models, especially AMG models?
Another problem is that un/l very recently
the GLC 43 Coupe was the top-of-therange car, and many people parted with, at
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the

nine

speed

The new set-up uses an

Providing

addi/onal

conﬁgurability

is

electro-mechanically controlled clutch to

Mercedes’ Dynamic Select system, which

connect the permanently driven rear axle

provides diﬀerent driving modes that

with the front axle and provide a fully

progressively

variable appor/oning of drive dependent

sharpen the steering, quicken the gearbox

on grip and trac/on needs.

and turn up the noise.

The suspension has also been derived from

The modes are: Comfort, Eco, Sport, Sport

proven AMG vehicles. The GLC 63’s system

Plus and Race, the la1er being exclusive to

combines the four-link arrangement from

the GLC 63 S model. If the idea of an Eco

s/ﬀen

the

suspension,

mode in a V8 performance car seems

never leaving the house.

somewhat ridiculous, it at least oﬀers a

brakes, an AMG performance exhaust, and
a “Driver's Package”, meanwhile, raises the

token nod to fuel saving by implemen/ng a

GLC 63 S versions are also equipped with

restricted 250km/h top speed to 265km/h,

coas/ng func/on that kills the engine at

20 inch alloys in place of the standard 19

which hardly seems worth the R50 000 or

speeds between 60km/h and 160km/h

inch AMG ten-spoke items, upgraded AMG

so it costs.

under light thro1le loads, reigni/ng it when

performance seats and an electronic rear-

you call upon the power once again. This

axle diﬀeren/al lock in place of the

The kit in ques/on comes as standard on ‘S’

of course is stupid and something that has

standard car’s mechanical diﬀ.

variants, pushing the maximum to 280km/

no place in an AMG product. It’s a bit like
buying a pair of really fancy running shoes
and then only wearing them as slippers,
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h, which on paper at least, that all sounds
Mercedes Benz do however have many

like

extras on oﬀer, for the non-’S’ spec GLC 63

proposi/on..

Coupe, such as high-performance ceramic

the

‘S’

is

a

more

worthwhile
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One of the ﬁrst striking things is how it

body control is taut and composed in the

Addi/onally, what makes for a jaw-

sounds. Granted, it is fairly sober upon

more focused Sport and Sport Plus driving

dropping performance vehicle on fairly

start-up in Comfort mode, but when the

modes, and even dialing back to Comfort

well-kept German roads might not be quite

aggressive Sport Plus mode is engaged via

mode only adds a slight touch of wallow

as suitable for South African highways and

the Dynamic Select rocker switch on the

and lean through bends. All this doesn’t

byways.

centre console and the op/onal sports

come at the expense of ride comfort,

GLC 63 S Coupe buyers are likely to

exhaust is fully opened, the evoca/ve,

either, with the air springs doing a

priori/se prac/cality I can think of few big

thunderous sound of old-school V8 iron

commendable job of soaking up road

cars on sale today that oﬀer such a

makes the GLC 63 S Coupe sound like a

imperfec/ons and maintaining a ﬂat, roll-

laughably poor rearward vision. Also take

Nascar. Whether you let the automa/c

free aMtude. Grip levels from the four-

into account the wide tracks, the ﬂared

transmission change cogs itself or use the

wheel-drive system are as every bit as

body styling and those sizeable wheels and

steering-wheel mounted paddles, each

impressive as you'd expect.

rims (the test car rode on op/onal 21 inch

downshi7 is accompanied by a throaty

alloys), and the GLC 63 S Coupe can feel
Its enormous capability doesn’t however

bark and crackle on the overrun.

Although very few prospec/ve

daun/ngly cumbersome around town.

necessarily translate as pure driver reward
I cannot however deny that the car is

in every aspect, though.

The variable

As intoxica/ng and hugely entertaining as

quick, very quick even.

The engine

steering is accurate but through the thick,

that V8 engine feels and sounds, it's hard

produces 375kW and 700Nm, which

squidgy steering wheel it never provides

to

propels the car from 0 to 100km/h in 3.8

the same feeling of an in/mate connec/on

recommend the GLC 63 S Coupe over its

seconds. Its straight line performance is

with the road that you would have with a

ﬁve door sibling unless you’re smi1en by

blistering.

Macan Turbo, for example. There’s not

the swoopy, but divisive, styling. From a

make

a

case

to

wholeheartedly

quite the same level of ﬂuid interac/on;

prac/cal perspec/ve, you would pay quite

This places it ahead of the Macan and the

the Mercedes feels more like a point-and-

a bit less for the ﬁve-door GLC 63S in which

X3 by quite a bit as both rivals are

squirt weapon that bludgeons the road

you get more interior room and load-

signiﬁcantly slower.

into submission, rather than a vehicle that

lugging capability.

The

physics-defying

similarly

impressive

performance
during

is

cornering.

Despite the overall weight and the V8
engine in its nose, the GLC 63 S Coupe’s
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is constantly communica/ng with its driver
through every twist and turn with surgical

Overlook that and the GLC 63 S Coupe

precision.

makes for a decadent, if not somewhat
ludicrous, modern day hot rod.

